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Abstract: Molecular overtone transitions provide optical frequency transitions sensitive to variation in1

the proton-to-electron mass ratio (µ ≡ mp/me). However, robust molecular state preparation presents2

a challenge critical for achieving high precision. Here, we characterize infrared and optical-frequency3

broadband laser cooling schemes for TeH+, a species with multiple electronic transitions amenable4

to sustained laser control. Using rate equations to simulate laser cooling population dynamics, we5

estimate the fractional sensitivity to µ attainable using TeH+. We find that laser cooling of TeH+ can6

lead to significant improvements on current µ variation limits.7
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1. Introduction9

The Standard Model has proven remarkably robust, but it fails to explain many known phenomena10

such as gravity, dark matter, and dark energy. This quandary has motivated searches for physics11

beyond the Standard Model, including searches for space-time evolution of the dimensionless constants.12

Such an evolution could occur over cosmic time scales [1,2] and might be related to the problem of13

dark energy [3]. Alternatively, oscillatory or transient variations over shorter time scales would be14

expected to arise in certain proposed models for dark matter [4,5].15

Molecular rotational and vibrational energies scale like Eh(M/me)β where Eh is the atomic unit16

of energy defined by the electronic energy scale, M is the reduced mass of the molecule, and β = −1/217

for vibrations and β = −1 for rotations [6]. Neutrons and protons primarily derive their masses from18

the strong interaction such that mn ≈ mp ≈ 3ΛQCD while electrons derive their mass from the weak19

scale via the Higgs field vacuum expectation value [6,7]. Consequently, rotational and vibrational20

transitions of molecules can act as a probe into the variation of µ ≡ mp/me and therefore the ratio of21

the strong to weak energy scales. In many models, for example models assuming Grand Unification,22

µ varies a factor of 30-40 more rapidly than the fine structure constant α. Based on these arguments,23

there is strong motivation for experimental searches for varying µ [8–10].24

Atomic hyperfine transitions also have dependence on µ, but their sensitivity suffers compared25

with molecules because of the smaller energy interval [10]. However, despite orders of magnitude26

smaller absolute sensitivities to varying µ, the simpler atomic state preparation requirements have27

allowed atoms to set the current best laboratory constraints. Comparison of two different hyperfine28

transitions and an optical atomic clock has yielded a limit of ∼ 1 × 10−16/yr [11,12]. The best29

experimental limit from a molecule, set by comparing a rovibrational transition in SF6 to a Cs hyperfine30

transition, is 6× 10−14/yr [13].31

In TeH+, a vibrational overtone transition has been identified as a potentially promising candidate32

for µ variation detection [14]. The systematic uncertainties for reasonable experimental conditions33

are projected at the 1× 10−18 level or below. Furthermore, TeH+ is one of a small but growing class34
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Figure 1. Low lying electronic states of TeH+. Figure generated from [26].

of molecular ions identified as having so-called diagonal Franck-Condon factors (FCFs), offering the35

possibility of rapid state preparation through broadband rotational cooling [15–20].36

We envision the µ variation experiment being performed on a single molecular ion, using quantum37

logic spectroscopy (QLS) [21]. Preparation of the initial spectroscopy state could be accomplished38

either by optical pumping [22–24] or projectively [25]. The speed at which one can initially prepare and39

reset the spectroscopy state has critical implications for the statistical uncertainty that can be obtained40

in a measurement. Here, we evaluate realistic optical pumping state preparation timescales for TeH+
41

and draw conclusions about statistical uncertainties in a search for varying µ. We also discuss more42

generally the molecular ion qualities desirable for obtaining low statistical uncertainty and identify43

some molecular ion species which can serve as benchmarks for µ variation searches.44

2. Molecular Structure45

The four lowest lying electronic states (Fig. 1) of TeH+ (X10+, X21, a2, b0+) are predicted to have46

bond equilibrium distances within ∼ 0.1 pm of each other [26]. This implies that each of the transitions47

will have highly diagonal FCFs and nearly identical rotational constants. Consequently, each electronic48

transition will have well separated P, Q, and R branches allowing a spectrally shaped broadband49

laser to selectively cover transitions that remove rotational quanta [27]. Highly diagonal FCFs lead to50

suppressed vibrational excitation during the rotational cooling (Fig. 2).51

Since experimental data for TeH+ structure are not currently available, we attempt to evaluate52

the accuracy of the TeH+ multireference configuration interaction with single and double excitations53

and Davidson correction for higher excitations (MRCISD+Q/aV5Z) calculations [26] by comparing54

theoretical [28] and experimental [29–31] investigations of the isoelectronic species antimony hydride55

(SbH). Compared with the TeH+ calculation, the MRCISD+Q calculation for SbH uses a smaller basis56
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Figure 2. Relevant spontaneous emission channels and partial lifetimes of TeH+.

set (of quadruple zeta quality) and fewer configuration state functions and is expected to be less57

accurate. FCFs depend most strongly on the difference in equilibrium bond length between electronic58

states, and the equilibrium bond lengths for SbH were predicted to within 3 pm of the measured values.59

For optical cooling, we also rely on short lifetimes. The predicted lifetime of the b0+ state of SbH was60

predicted to within a factor of two. Other properties that have a smaller impact on cooling efficiency61

such as harmonic frequencies, spin-orbit splittings, and electronic energies were also predicted with62

comparable accuracy. A comparison between the predictions of the MRCISD+Q/aV5Z level of theory63

for the CAs molecule [32] and experimental measurements [33] shows that calculated bond lengths are64

within 1 pm of experimental values therefore the calculations for TeH+ should be more accurate than65

the ones for SbH.66

Typically, multiple low-lying electronic states will complicate cooling. However, in the case of67

TeH+, their shared diagonal FCFs open up possibilities for laser control of the internal state population68

using multiple broadband light sources. Diagonal transitions between the X states have energies69

accessible by quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) and diagonal transitions between a2 and X and b0+ and70

X are predicted to be in the telecom and optical bands respectively. The lifetimes of the three low71

lying excited states are calculated using the potential energy curves and dipole moment functions72

from Gonçalves dos Santos et al. and LEVEL 16 [34] and are predicted to be 15 µs for b0+, 2.4 ms for73

a2, and 460 ms for X21. Transition moments between b0+ and a2 and between a2 and X10+ will be74

insignificant as both are quadrupole transitions.75

2.1. Magnetic dipole moments76

The isoelectronic molecule SbH was observed to have significant magnetic dipole transition77

moments on X → b transitions [29]. Magnetic dipole transitions will connect states of the same78

parity, so these transitions are useful for state preparation of a single parity state which would79

otherwise require an additional step to the cooling process. The TeH+ magnetic dipole moments for80

the b0+−X21 (gs〈b0+|Sx|X21〉) and X21−X10+ (gs〈X21|Sx|X10+〉) transitions (Fig. 3) were computed81

using MOLPRO [35] and input into LEVEL 16 [34] to obtain the Einstein A coefficients. The magnetic82

dipole spontaneous emission rates for the b0+ − X21 and X21− X10+ transitions are 70 times slower83

and 5 times faster than the corresponding E1 transitions, respectively. We therefore include these M184

transitions in our simulation of the cooling dynamics.85
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Figure 3. Magnetic dipole transition moments of TeH+.

3. Internal state cooling86

Generally speaking, broadband sources of light can be spectrally filtered such that frequencies87

driving transitions increasing vibrational or rotational energy are removed and only frequencies that88

drive transitions removing vibrational or rotational energy from the molecule are kept. This concept89

has been used previously in the cooling of rotational degrees of freedom of AlH+ [24] and with cooling90

the vibrational degrees of freedom of Cs2 [36]. In particular, electronic transitions with diagonal91

FCFs undergoing spontaneous decay will tend to preserve their vibrational mode. This means that92

continuous pumping of rotational or vibrational energy removing transitions will efficiently populate93

the lowest energy rotational and vibrational states, i.e. efficient internal state cooling. In this paper94

we consider variants of such a scheme on TeH+. When discussing rotational cooling, we assume a95

thermal population distribution at room temperature where ∼ 99% of the population is in J < 12 of96

the ground electronic and vibrational state.97

3.1. X10+ − X21 coupling98

The lifetime of the X21 state is long compared to excited vibrational state lifetimes of X10+ so we99

do not consider rotational cooling via the X10+ → X21 transition. For any cooling scheme, however,100

X21 will be important as it is the strongest decay channel of both b0+ and a2. Addition of this laser101

significantly reduces the complexity of the 4 level system by (1) effectively reducing v = 0 of X10+ and102

X21 into a single state and (2) via the relatively strong M1 transition, providing different parity mixing103

than in E1 transitions (Fig. 4).104

Because each rotational cooling scheme must involve population in X21, we propose coupling105

X10+ and X21 with a broadband laser on the Q branch. The requirements of the broadband source are106

simplified by the structure of X10+ and X21 which has the first 12 Q branch transitions within one107

wavenumber of each other. The X10+ → X21 transition is 9.6 µm [26] which allows for a single QCL to108

couple rotational states of the two ground vibrational states.109

For cooling to proceed at the maximum rate set by upper state spontaneous emission, the X21−110

X10+ transition, whose Einstein A coefficients are < 2 s−1, must be driven at well above saturation.111
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Figure 4. Rotational cooling scheme using X → b0+ at 600 nm. Straight arrows show transitions
driven by lasers, with arrow width indicating laser linewidth. Wavy arrows represent spontaneous
emission channels.

For a2 or b0+ as the choice of upper state, this requires coupling X21− X10+ at ∼3 and 5 orders of112

magnitude above saturation, respectively. Given that saturation occurs with a spectral intensity of113

∼130 µW/(mm2 cm−1), a 1 cm−1 broad QCL with 50 mW of power focused onto the molecule is easily114

capable of meeting these requirements.115

3.2. Rotational cooling on X− b0+ at 600 nm116

The most rapid cooling scheme will involve the optical transitions between X and b0+ as b0+117

has the shortest lifetime of the diagonal electronic states. We propose cooling by pumping from X21118

because the transition dipole moment of X10+ and b0+ is expected to be an order of magnitude weaker119

than X21 and b0+.120

The P branch of X21 → b0+ has been predicted to span 612 nm to 618 nm for J < 12 and the121

spectral intensity at saturation is estimated to be ∼500 mW mm−2/ cm−1 (10 W mm−2/nm). Rapid122

progress on broadband commercial lasers in this spectral region suggests that a light source capable of123

saturating all the required transitions might soon be available. We note inclusion of P(1) in the coverage124

of the P branch with a broadband source will lead to sub-optimal cooling as decay from |b0+, J = 0〉125

can only increase rotational energy. Exclusion of P(1), however, will limit cooling by leaving J = 1126

dark to the cooling laser. As seen in Fig. 4, this can be avoided with the addition of a CW laser tuned127

to |X21, J = 1,+〉 → |b0+, J = 1,−〉 where J = 0 will become the only dark state. Note that the two128

|X, J = 1,−〉 states are not dark because the pump also drives M1 transitions.129

3.2.1. Vibrational repumping130

Though branching from |b0+, v = 0〉 into |X21, v = 1〉 is slow, an additional CW laser and careful131

choice of the rotational cooling laser spectral cutoff can improve cooling time and fidelity. Because132

the vibrational constants of X21 and b0+ are similar, the rotational cooling laser on |X21, v = 0〉 →133

|b0+, v = 0〉 will also rotationally cool on |X21, v = 1〉 → |b0+, v = 1〉. The spectrum is such that134

the spectral cutoff can be placed between P(1) and P(2) for both vibrational states. Any decays into135

|X21, v = 1〉will therefore be pumped into J = 1 where a CW laser can be used as a vibrational repump136

into v = 0 via the P(1) transition of |X21, v = 1〉 → |b0+, v = 0〉 (∼ 700 nm).137
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Figure 5. Rotational cooling scheme using X→ a2 at 1300 nm. Straight arrows show transitions driven
by lasers, with arrow width indicating laser linewidth. Yellow arrows indicate CW assist lasers. The
wavy arrow indicates spontaneous emission channels.

3.3. Rotational cooling on X− a2 at 1300 nm138

Rotational cooling with IR frequencies can be done by optical pumping through a2. The relevant139

X21→ a2 P branch transitions at room temperature are predicted to span ∼100 cm−1 from 1340 nm140

to 1360 nm [26], within the telecom O-band. The spectral intensity for saturation of these transitions141

is <25 mW mm−2/ cm−1 meaning a 5 W broadband laser with a 1 mm2 collimated beam area is142

sufficient for saturation.143

Cooling via this transition will be limited by the 4 to 7 ms branching decay times of |a2, J〉 →144

|X21, J − 1〉. A rough estimate performed by taking the number of occupied rotational states at room145

temperature and multiplying by the average branching time places the cooling time scale at ∼50 ms.146

Though cooling on this transition will be slow compared to cooling via the shorter lived b0+ state,147

depending on the application, it may be advantageous given the availability of telecom technology.148

A cartoon of the transitions involved in the X− a2 cooling scheme(s) can be seen in Fig. 5. In a149

more careful analysis of the cooling time scale we note that the X21→ a2 transition has no P branch150

transitions for J < 3. In a cooling scheme relying on a QCL coupling the X states via the Q branch151

and a broadband laser covering the P branch of X21→ a2, the lack of P branch transitions for J < 3152

implies rotations will cease being cooled once the population has been pumped into J = 0, 1, 2. If153

the broadband laser includes the Q branch of X21 → a2, then at the cost of a reduced cooling rate,154

the broadband laser will pump J = 2 such that the population will transfer into J = 0, 1. Over much155

longer time scales (seconds) determined by the |X21, J = 1〉 → |X10+, J = 0〉 branching time, the X156

coupling laser will pump the remaining population into |X10+, J = 0〉. The fidelity of this final step157

will be limited by the much slower rate of blackbody redistribution.158

3.3.1. CW assist159

With assistance from the b0+ state, it is possible to avoid the rate-limiting steps that were not160

included in our rough estimate of the cooling time scale. In the scheme relying on pumping the P161

and Q branch of X21 → a2, an additional CW laser tuned to |X21, J = 1,+〉 → |b0+, J = 1,−〉 will162

more rapidly pump population into J=0 than what is allowed for by the |X21, J = 1〉 → |X10+, J = 0〉163

branching time. Similarly, a CW laser tuned to |X21, J = 2,+〉 → |b0+, J = 1,−〉 can replace the role164

of the less efficient cooling from X21→ a2 Q branch pumping. With the simultaneous assistance of165

both CW lasers, the X− a2 cooling scheme (Fig. 5) recovers the ∼50 ms time scale.166
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3.4. Vibrational cooling167

Depending on the choice of excited spectroscopy state in a µ variation measurement, vibrational168

cooling may be beneficial. Specifically, we envision our spectroscopy states to be of the form169

|X10+, v′′ = 0, J′′ = 0〉 and |X10+, v′, J′ = 1〉. As the excited state spontaneously decays, the rotational170

state population will slowly diffuse as the molecule vibrationally relaxes. For v′ = 1, decay can only171

leave population in the vibrational ground state and so vibrational cooling is not necessary to minimize172

state re-preparation time. For v′ > 1 we propose active vibrational cooling by driving ∆v = −1173

transitions of the form |X21, v〉 → |b0+, v− 1〉 (see Fig. 6). Similar to the rotational cooling schemes,174

|X10+, v〉 → |X21, v〉 must also be coupled, and this is accomplished via the Q branch. However,175

because there is no Q branch transition for J = 0, we must include R(0) of each vibrational level. As176

the X10+ → X21 transitions only span ∼100 cm−1 for v = 1 to v = 7 and the rotational spacing is177

large, a spectral mask blocking unwanted frequencies from a tightly focused broadband QCL should178

be sufficient.179

The vibrational overtone v = 0 → v′ = 8 of TeH+ has been proposed for a search for varying180

µ [14]. Cooling vibrational levels v < 8 requires a bandwidth of ∼400 cm−1 in the 685-705 nm181

range. It is in principle possible to cover exclusively all of the vibrational repump transitions with a182

supercontinuum laser source. Saturating the weakly-coupled off diagonal transitions, however, will183

require a spectral intensity of >100 W mm−2/ cm−1 which is currently not commercially available.184

Another option is to use multiple narrower, but still broad laser sources, since each set of relevant P185

branch transitions span ∼20 cm−1 per vibrational level.186

4. Rate equation simulation187

The population distribution as a function of time for different laser cooling schemes was188

simulated using an Einstein A and B coefficient model similar to that used previously [15,16,22].189

The simulation includes up to 864 total states in the set of states including |X10+, v ≤ 9, J ≤ 15〉,190

|X21, v ≤ 7, J ≤ 15,+/−〉, |a2, v ≤ 8, J ≤ 15,+/−〉, and |b0+, v ≤ 9, J ≤ 15〉 to accurately model191

vibrational cascades and vibrational cooling. The model ignores hyperfine structure and Zeeman192

states are treated as degenerate with their multiplicities accounted for in the Einstein coefficients.193

The full set of spontaneous and stimulated rates are described by an 864× 864 matrix that can be194

represented as the sum of a matrix composed exclusively of A coefficients and a separate matrix using195

B coefficients. The Einstein A coefficients were calculated using LEVEL 16. The B coefficients are196
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Figure 7. Simulation results for the |X10+, v = 0, J = 0〉 population versus cooling time, beginning
from a 293 K thermal distribution.

calculated assuming a background blackbody temperature of 293 K and adding the contribution of the197

input spectral intensity of unpolarized laser sources at every transition wavelength. In this way all198

possible incoherent coupling between states is included. Each laser source is described assuming a199

Gaussian line shape with a given spectral width that is modified by a spectral mask if necessary. In200

Fig. 7 we plot the fractional population of |X10+, v = 0, J = 0〉 as a function of time under various201

rotational cooling schemes beginning from a 293 K Boltzmann distribution at t = 0.202

The simplest 600 nm cooling scheme uses three lasers: (1) a 100 mW, 1 cm−1 broad QCL203

coupling X10+ and X21, (2) a 50 mW, 100 cm−1 broad laser source with 3 cm−1 spectral cutoff204

before the |X21, v = 0〉 → |b0+, v = 0〉 P(1) transition, and (3) a 3 mW CW laser saturating the205

|X21, v = 0, J = 1,+〉 → |b0+, v = 0, J = 1,−〉 transition. The results of this combination are given206

by the solid blue line in Fig. 7. As seen in the figure, cooling in this scheme involves two primary207

time scales. The first time scale is the rapid cooling of rotations for the population that remains in the208

vibrational ground state during cooling. This results in ∼85% of the population in the ground state209

after 25 ms. The remaining population is primarily the consequence of off-diagonal decay into v = 1210

and will slowly relax on the time scale of the v = 1 lifetime (205 ms) such that >99% is in the ground211

state after 1 s. The dashed blue line in Fig. 7 is the result of our cooling simulation when we add a212

vibrational repump on |X21, v = 1, J = 1,−〉 → |b0+, v = 0, J = 0,+〉. As the rotational cooling laser213

is still effective in the excited vibrational state, driving this lone transition is able to efficiently repump214

|b0+, v = 0〉 such that the slower time scale is no longer present.215

In the 1300 nm cooling schemes we observe a significant reduction in the cooling rate compared216

to the 600 nm schemes. The simplest and slowest 1300 nm scheme (solid red line Fig. 7) uses only217

two lasers: (1) the same QCL used in the optical scheme and (2) a 5 W (unfocused) 50 cm−1 broad218

O-band telecom laser covering the X21→ a2 P and Q branch with a 3 cm−1 spectral cutoff before the R219

branch. As expected, ground state preparation time is dominated by the slow |X21, J = 1〉 branching220

time into |X10+, J = 0〉. For the two red dashed lines in Fig. 7 we add the CW lasers connecting X21221

to b0+ to the IR cooling scheme as described previously. The longer dashed line shows the results222

with a laser tuned to |X21, J = 1,+〉 → |b0+, J = 1,−〉. The shorter dashed line shows how we recover223

cooling rates in line with our naive estimate by adding a laser on |X21, J = 2,+〉 → |b0+, J = 1,−〉224

and removing the inefficient contribution of the X21→ a2 Q branch.225

5. State Preparation During Spectroscopy Cycle226

In a µ variation experiment where we perform repeated measurements on the same molecule,227

the population distribution will be non-thermal after the spectroscopy transition is driven. We model228

the scenario where the spectroscopy transition is |X10+, v = 0, J = 0〉 → |X10+, v′, J′ = 1〉, and the229

spectroscopy probe time is similar to the upper state lifetime τ. To optimize the cooling protocol for230
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each choice of v′, we conservatively consider that spontaneous emission from the upper state occurred231

at t = 0, and the population subsequently evolved for a time τ. After this simulated evolution, we232

vibrationally cool and then rotationally cool before the next spectroscopy cycle. It is important to233

separate the two cooling stages, since simultaneous application of vibrational and rotational cooling234

lasers will couple separate lower states to the same excited state. This coupling would have the235

unintended consequence of temporarily pumping the population into higher rovibrational states. (We236

note that the narrowband vibrational repumping scheme for clearing population from v = 1 avoids237

this issue by exclusively pumping to |b0+, v = 0, J = 0〉, a state to which the rotational cooling lasers238

do not couple because of where we place the spectral cutoff.)239

The cooling time for the vibrational cooling stage is determined by minimizing the following
expression:

τ + TVC

ρv=0(TVC)
, (1)

where τ is the interrogation time (assumed to be equal to the excited state lifetime), TVC is the amount240

of time the vibrational cooling lasers are on, and ρv=0(t) is the fraction of the population in v = 0241

at time t. Vibrational cooling was simulated assuming broadband coverage approximately at the242

saturation intensity of the relevant |X21, v〉 → |b0+, v− 1〉 transitions. The cooling times for the first 8243

excited vibrational states can be seen in Table 1. In every case the vibrational cooling lasers pumped244

> 99% of the population into the ground vibrational state. It is noteworthy that vibrational cooling245

will not contribute significantly to the overall duty cycle as TVC << τ for any choice of vibrational246

state.247

Assuming the rotational cooling stage is applied for time TRC, the average time for a successful
experimental cycle is estimated to be

Tc = 2
Tp + τ + TVC + TRC

ρJ=0(TRC)
, (2)

where Tp is the total time necessary for state readout and hyperfine state preparation, the term ρJ=0(t)248

is the fraction of the population in |X10+, v = 0, J = 0〉 at time t after the start of the rotational cooling249

stage, and the factor of 2 arises from needing to measure two points to estimate the offset from line250

center. The optimal rotational cooling time will thus be the time that minimizes Tc.251

6. µ variation measurement252

In a Ramsey measurement on a single ion, the Allan deviation is given by

σy(T) =
1

CΩ TR

√
Tc

2T
, (3)

where C is the fringe visibility, TR is the Ramsey time, Tc is the cycle time, and T is the total measurement253

time [37,38]. Optimal cycling occurs for Tc = 2TR and TR set to about the upper state lifetime τ, for254

which C ≈ 0.6 [37]. Laser cooling of the internal molecular state opens up the possibility for efficient255

state preparation, which can allow for repeated interrogation of the same molecular sample and low256

dead time. To evaluate the benefit of laser cooling in TeH+ we estimate the statistical sensitivity to ∆µ257

when using various laser cooling schemes and different vibrational overtone transitions.258

The vibrational interval from v = 0 to v′ = n at frequency Ω will vary in response to changing µ

as described by

∆Ω = S
∆µ

µ
. (4)
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Table 1. Properties of vibrational transitions v = 0 → v′ = n. TVC is the simulated optimal cooling
time for vibrational cooling. Ω/(2π) and S/(2π) are in units of THz.

n τ (ms) Ω/(2π) S/(2π) TVC (ms)
1 210 62 30 0
2 110 120 58 1.0
3 85 180 83 1.2
4 70 230 110 1.4
5 61 290 130 1.6
6 53 340 140 1.7
7 47 380 160 1.9
8 41 430 170 2.0

Before statistics are considered, the absolute sensitivity coefficient S = ∂Ω/∂(lnµ) provides the most
important figure of merit for the transition, since it expresses the shift in the measured frequency [39,40].
It is also convenient to define a relative sensitivity coefficient Kµ [10] given by

∆Ω
Ω

= Kµ
∆µ

µ
. (5)

We must also account for detrimental statistical effects of the finite upper state lifetime.
Fluctuations in the frequency measurements are described by an Allan deviation σy(T) for some
overall measurement time T. The vibrational frequency measurements yield values for µ itself (albeit
with a large theoretical uncertainty), and the square root of the two-sample variance in µ is

σ
(µ)
y (T) =

σy(T)
|Kµ|

. (6)

Statistical uncertainty in µ variation can be related to σ
(µ)
y (T), with numerical factors depending259

on details of the experimental protocol. Further details of statistical considerations for µ variation260

measurements using polar molecule overtone transitions are discussed in [14].261

6.1. Single-Ion TeH+ Measurement262

In our simulated results for statistical sensitivity of a ∆µ measurement using a single TeH+ ion,263

the spectroscopy interval is probed using Ramsey’s method, and we take TR = τ and C = 0.6 [37].264

Results for various state preparation schemes are shown in Fig. 8. The results suggest that spectroscopy265

on a single TeH+ ion can be used for a significantly improved search for varying µ.266

We find that the attainable precision is most sensitive for the larger overtone transitions. The267

ultimate decision for which vibrational interval to choose for spectroscopy will depend on how much268

vibrational cooling laser power is available. In the extreme case where no vibrational cooling is used,269

v′ = 1 is the optimal choice. At the other extreme, with enough vibrational cooling laser power to270

saturate all the transitions, the best simulated statistical sensitivity to ∆µ after one day of averaging271

is described by σ
(µ)
y = 3.6 × 10−17. For this transition, the 600 nm cooling scheme significantly272

outperforms the 1300 nm cooling scheme.273

6.2. Multi-Ion Spectroscopy274

Besides searching for µ variation with a single-ion QLS measurement, an alternative approach275

using laser coolable polar molecules is to perform multi-ion spectroscopy. Fluorescence readout is276

normally not possible for molecular ions, since they usually lack cycling transitions. However, for277

molecules that can be rapidly laser cooled, there exist quasi-cycling transitions capable of scattering278

enough light for fluorescence detection. Additionally, negative differential (static) polarizabilities are279

ubiquitous in polar molecules for transitions starting from the ground rotational state [14]. A negative280
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Figure 8. Simulation results for statistical uncertainty using various state preparation schemes, a
single TeH+ ion and for one day of averaging. Squares represent the projection noise-limited outcome,
corresponding to instantaneous state preparation with 100% fidelity. ‘Optical’ indicates results for
rotational cooling at 600 nm, with vibrational repump (VR) included. ‘IR’ refers to rotational cooling at
1300 nm, with two CW assist lasers included. Diamonds indicate results without vibrational cooling,
and circles indicate results with each cycle ending with vibrational cooling (VC) followed by rotational
cooling.

differential polarizability allows for choosing of a magic RF trap-drive frequency such that the Stark281

shift and micromotion second order doppler shifts cancel one another [14,41].282

In TeH+ there do exist quasi-cycling transitions amenable to state detection via fluorescence.283

For example, population in |X10+, J = 0〉 can be left dark while |X10+, J = 1〉 can be driven in a284

quasi-cycling scheme by using one laser driving E1 and M1 coupling between |X10+, J = 1,−〉 ↔285

|X21, J = 1,±〉 and a second laser to couple |X21, J = 1,+〉 ↔ |b0+, J = 0,+〉. The simulated results,286

using the same QCL discussed previously for the first laser and a CW laser at saturation for the second,287

are plotted in Fig. 9. On average there will be approximately 400 spontaneously emitted photons at a288

rate of ∼5 photons per ms before an off-diagonal ∆v > 0 decay occurs. In a large ensemble the result289

would be a rapid decrease in the scattering rate after ∼80 ms.290

6.3. Homonuclear Molecule Benchmarks291

It is interesting to note that the logic of choosing the optimal overtone transition in TeH+ also sets292

a bound on the statistical sensitivity attainable for any molecule. The strongest known chemical bond293

is that of CO, with D = 90, 000 cm−1 [42]. Molecular ion dissociation energies can approach this range;294

N+
2 and O+

2 have D = 54, 000 cm−1 and D = 74, 000 cm−1, respectively. For a Morse potential, the295

upper bound on the sensitivity S is given by D/4, where D is the dissociation energy [39]. Although296

calculations are not generally available to describe broadening of overtone linewidths from coupling to297

other electronic states, the measured linewidths are expected to be limited by laser coherence. Statistical298

sensitivity of these species, using probe times set by currently available laser coherence, is shown in299

Table 2. Stark shifts for nonpolar species are favorably small, and other systematic uncertainties can be300

low as well [43–45].301

Homonuclear molecules can be loaded into the trap in the desired quantum state [46,47], and302

one can imagine an experimental cycle approaching zero dead time using a quantum logic protocol.303

Simple projective measurements within the two-level manifold can be used to reset to the lower304

spectroscopy state at the beginning of each cycle [25]. Trapped N+
2 prepared in its ground rotational305

state lifetime has been demonstrated to have lifetimes as long as 15 minutes, limited by the collisions306

with background gas [48]. After a collision changes the rotational state, a new molecule could be307
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Figure 9. The total number of photon scatters from |b0+, v = 0, J = 0〉 as a function of time, in the
two-laser fluorescence state detection scheme described in the text.

Table 2. Benchmark candidates for µ variation measurement. The upper vibrational states n that
maximize the absolute sensitivities are calculated from molecular constants [51], and achievable
precision for zero dead time, C = 0.6, an averaging time T = 1 day, and a coherence time of 6 s [52].
Ω/(2π) and S/(2π) are in units of THz.

n Ω/(2π) S/(2π) σ
(µ)
y (1 day)/10−19

N+
2 33 1700 540 6.7

O+
2 28 1200 390 9.1

loaded. Alternatively, one could use a quantum logic state preparation approach that sequentially308

transfers population from all possible populated states [49,50]. In the latter approach, the problem309

of recovery of the pre-collision parity must also be addressed, possibly by two-photon excitation310

of a short-lifetime electronic transition and then cleanup of resulting vibrational excitation. Since311

either state recovery approach might be time consuming, it could be preferable to operate at cryogenic312

temperatures to reduce the rate of collision with background gases.313

Comparing the ideal zero dead time performance of TeH+ and the homonuclear benchmarks in314

Table 2, we find that the best TeH+ statistical uncertainty is nearly two orders of magnitude larger.315

However, since simpler optical pumping state preparation is available for TeH+, its experimental316

statistical uncertainty should be less sensitive to the vacuum environment. Furthermore, the317

quasi-cycling transitions of TeH+ or other polar species offers the possibility of fluorescence readout in318

multi-ion spectroscopy.319

7. Conclusions320

We have identified vibrational overtone transitions in TeH+ as candidates for a spectroscopic321

search for varying µ, taking advantage of the optical pumping protocols for state preparation. Rate322

equation simulations show that TeH+ can be optically pumped from room temperature to the rotational323

ground state in ∼100 ms using telecom wavelengths or ∼10 ms using optical wavelengths. In an324

overtone spectroscopy experiment, we find that realistically achievable experimental cycle times yield325

a statistical uncertainty as low as 4× 10−17 for a day of averaging. This demonstrates the possibility326

for significant improvement on the best laboratory limit of ∼ 1× 10−16/yr [11,12] and the current327

limit set by a molecule at 6× 10−14/yr [13].328

We primarily limited our investigation to the performance of single ion spectroscopy using329

quantum logic, but simulations also support the potential for fluorescence state read-out of TeH+.330
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Large Coulomb crystals of polar molecules, with state detection performed by fluorescence, could have331

favorably small systematic uncertainties because negative differential polarizabilities can allow for332

cancellation of Stark and second-order Doppler shifts [41]. Our analysis suggests that the possibility of333

searching for µ variation using multi-ion spectroscopy on laser-coolable polar species warrants further334

investigation.335
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